Beyond Orientation Zoom Guide

iOS & Android Version

*This guide is a step by step guide for iOS and Android devices only, if you are using a laptop or desktop please use the Mac and PC Version*
Downloading & Installing Zoom

You will need to install Zoom to be able to participate in Beyond Orientation classes. Please follow the instructions below to install Zoom Cloud Meetings.

**iOS / Apple App Store**

1. Navigate to the App Store, open it and search for: 📱 Zoom Cloud Meetings
2. After you’ve installed Zoom, open up Safari and visit the following link *or click on the link below*:
   
   [http://go.vcu.edu/beyond2018zoom](http://go.vcu.edu/beyond2018zoom)

**Android / Google Play Store**

1. Navigate to the Google Play Store, open it and search for: 📲 Zoom Cloud Meetings
2. After you’ve installed Zoom, open up Google Chrome and visit the following link *or click on the link below*:

   [http://go.vcu.edu/beyond2018zoom](http://go.vcu.edu/beyond2018zoom)
3. Press “Open” or “Join Meeting” if it does not ask you to Open.

Start a Meeting
Start or join a video meeting on the go

Please enter your name
Your Name
Cancel ★ Continue

Input your name in the field and press “Continue”

4. Input your name in the field and press “OK”.

Please enter your name
Your Name
Cancel ★ OK

Press “Join Meeting”
Press “OK” to allow camera access *you can always disable this*

Press “Got it” to be able to use your mic & camera *you can always disable them*

Press “OK” to allow mic access *you can always disable this*

Press “Allow” to allow mic access
Press “Allow” to enable notifications on your mobile device for this class
*you can always disable this*
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Press “Allow” to enable camera access

Android
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You are now in the meeting, you can join the chat by pressing “Participate”
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You are now in the meeting, you can join the chat by pressing “Participate”
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